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Sarah Williams enjoying March Hares Ride – see report inside 
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Committee Contacts 
  

Chair and Trophy Secretary  Chris Wray 
 Pentrewheeler Farm, Cwmcarvan, Nr Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 4PL  
 Tel:   01600 860938 Email: c_wray@tiscali.co.uk 
 
Vice Chair     Heather Evans 
 Springfield, Walford, Ross-on-Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 5RB 
 Tel:  01989 566034 Email: zzaapp999@googlemail.com 
 

Vice Chair and Health and Safety Fiona Griffiths 
 Ty Mawr Farm, Bwlch, Brecon, Powys, LD3 7NX 
 Tel: 01874730987  Email: info@golden-castle.co.uk 
 
Secretary     Kerri Kostello 
 The Beeches, Barbadoes Hill, Tintern, Chepstow, Monmouthshire, NP16 6ST 
 Tel:  01291680084 / 07900 926811  Email: kerri.costello@yahoo.co.uk 
  
Treasurer     Sarah Rogerson   
 11 High Street, Ayleburton, Lydney, Glos, GL15 6BX 
 Tel: 01594 529100  Email: s.l.r@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Junior Representative   Andrea Champ 
 Urishay Barn, Michaelchurch Escley, Herefordshire, HR2 0LR 
 Tel: 01981510686   Email: quinnchamp@gmail.com 
 
Groups Liaison Officer    
 
 
 

Events Organiser    Nicola Davies 

Other Roles 
 

Membership Secretary & Newsletter Carolyn Edwards 
 Duart House, Brookfield Road, Churchdown, Glos, GL3 2PF 
 Tel:  01452 857352 Email:carolyn@edwardsglos.fsnet.co.uk 
 

Child Welfare Officer  Delwyn Hall 
Mitchmore Dell, Mitchmore Farm, Holme Lacey, Hereford, HR2 6LJ 

 Tel:  01432 870348    Email:  dave_dell@mypostoffice.co.uk 
 

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk 
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Chairman’s Comments 

I really can’t believe this year – I just blinked, and half the season is over! It has been rather 

mixed, as the weather has only co-operated some of the time – recent weeks have been 

cold and wet, and rides have been cancelled. But nevertheless, Offa’s Dyke Group has run 

some excellent events, and some of our members are having a very good season already! 

On Jan 28th, we held the Winter Talk at the Clytha Arms when Charlie Fleming told us her 

fascinating story all about her successful ride in last year’s Tevis Cup, and Rod Fisher talked 

about the challenges to travelling horses long distances to competitions (see Fiona’s 

summary in this newsletter). 

February was a very busy month –  

On Feb 8th, Fiona arranged the Horse MOT Day at Abbey Equine, see separate report; 

On Feb 13th, Cecilia arranged for her sister Agneta to take us through Strength and 

Flexibility exercises for riding; 

And on 28th Feb we had our first ride of 2016 – FoD March Hares! – see report in this 

newsletter! 

March saw the return of the Maryland Ride, organised by Nicola with help from Lesley and 

others – see the ride report in this newsletter;  

Sadly our April event – FoD Bluebell had to be cancelled following objections to the route 

from the Forestry Commission – see separate article. 

In addition, Nicola has organised very popular schooling lessons – at Usk College in the 

winter, and now at Lesley Dunn’s with the improved weather. 

We still have 3 more rides, and a Summer BBQ, to keep us all busy – see the Dates for Your 

Diary page! 

Offa’s Dyke members have been doing rather well internationally! Andrea Champ is having 

a very good season – with 3rd place riding Luxor in the Haywood Oaks 2*, and successful 1*s 

with both her mares at Kings Forest (4th and 6th places – on different days!)  Pam James has 

been getting HS Azraf qualified – 5th in the 1* at Kings Forest, and 6th in the 2* at the May 

Euston Park. Fiona Griffiths took 25th place at the very competitive Windsor RIHS 2* event 

on Balishla, and a welcome return to FEI for Abbi Tennant’s Barik with 3rd at Kings Forest 1*. 

I wonder how many of you were aware that half of this year’s EGB Elite Squad (3 out of 6), 

trying for selection at next weekend’s King Forest, are Offa’s Dyke members? The World 

Endurance Championships have now been announced for September 15th to 18th at 
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Samorin, Slovakia – where Fiona went for last year’s European Championships – and the 6 

in the squad are riding for selection next Saturday in the 2* class. Good luck to Fiona 

Griffiths and Louise Rich! 

I hope you are all enjoying your season, I have had some lovely rides, and am looking 

forward to more! 

Chris Wray 

 

 
Offas Dyke are looking for an assistant ride organiser who can be 
ride organiser on the day for bwlch raid if I am selected for the 
wec in Slovakia 
please get in touch if you would like to help.  
fiona griffiths 

“Horse MOT” Day at Abbey Equine on 8th February 

Fiona had this inspired idea, and very kindly organised a really useful and 

interesting day in aid of SWHP, the only drawback being the foul weather that 

day! 

First the horses were given a detailed examination and trotup by vet Emma 

Jones MA VetMB CertES(Orth) MRCVS, and then they were tacked up for a 

ridden lesson with Sam Owen (Fiona’s daughter - BHS AI Stage 4, advanced 

Endurance rider and international crew). Following the lesson, they were all 

examined in turn by farrier Lee Morgan DipWCF, Master Saddler Rob Jenkins, 

physio Sarah Price BSc Hons MSc MCSP ACPAT Cat A, HPC reg., and dental 

specialist  Sarah Carr  BVSc MRCVS. 

It was extremely interesting to hear all the observations and have 1 on 1 

discussions of their observations with each of the professionals. I think we all 

had several actions to take away and consider for the future success of our 

horses! 

Chris Wray 
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Venue: Trewysgoed, Forest Coal Pit, Near Abergavenny, NP7 7LW 
 

Lovely ride with a mixture of quiet country lanes, forestry tracks and open 
mountain. Route options of approximately 19km and 29km  
(12 &18 miles) you can decide at the checkpoint. 
 
I am currently looking at possible alternatives in the forestry on the long route to 
reduce the amount of hard forest tracks.  
Map will be uploaded as soon as it’s finalised. 
  

Start times between 10:00 and 11:30 
 
Entries to- 
Nicola Davies, 
Pentre Hendy, 
Twyn Allwys road, 
Govilon, 
Abergavenny, 
Monmouthshire, 
NP7 9RT 
 

LIMITED PARKING SO ENTRIES IN ADVANCE PLEASE 
 

Helpers Needed.. 
If you can spare a few hours to help at this ride I would be very 
grateful.  

 

Enquires: 07968928870 
                n.davies91@yahoo.co.uk 
 
Please send entry along with a large 
SAE to receive maps and ride details.  

 

mailto:n.davies91@yahoo.co.uk
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Forest of Dean rides – the future. 
We started the year with making a significant change to the March Hares route, to utilise 

the area close to Cinderford, and eliminate a nasty road section (and boggy track before it) 

that has always been part of the route but has been getting much busier in recent years. I 

really enjoyed recce’ing the new tracks, and felt we had a significant improvement not only 

in safety but also in rider enjoyment. The revised route also eliminated a separate 50km 

loop which was a lot of extra work for just 2 or 3 riders, we now used the extra 40km loop a 

second time. After the ride (I rode Takwenya in the 65km class and really enjoyed loads of 

cantering) I was absolutely delighted to read all the positive feedback of social media, not a 

single negative comment! 

Bluebell, however, was a disaster… The route I had planned was basically the same as 2015 

– the vast majority of which was the same as many years past, but including the new March 

Hares tracks (in the opposite direction, of course!). I submitted the final route to the 

Forestry Commission straight after the post-ride discussions from March Hares - on 13th 

March, not expecting any issue as all tracks proposed had been used (most of it multiple 

times) before. However to my complete surprise the silence was broken on Friday 15th April 

(just 9 days before the event) by an email saying our route could not be approved. I was 

packing to imminently leave for Kings Forest, but asked for more detail, and just before I 

drove out they sent a map showing which tracks they could not approve. I was astonished 

to see that nearly every track that wasn’t a wide hard forestry “motorway” was marked as a 

problem… At Kings Forest I mentioned to Sue Box (Chair of Rides & Rules) that we had a 

problem and might have to cancel, but I would be working on trying to develop a solution 

with the Forestry Commission on the Monday. Sadly on the Monday they were not very 

helpful and were only able to agree to an out-and-back route of only 10km distance (for 

150-odd entries for classes between 17km and 65km)… So on the evening of Monday 18th 

we were forced to admit defeat and cancelled… 

So what have we been doing since…  

I don’t see any point in debating the individual track concerns with the FC office, so I am 

working on developing a contact higher in the FC organisation with whom we can have a 

meeting with John Hudson (in his role of Chairman of EGB) to review the policies of the FC, 

whether these were correctly applied in this instance, and to work through what our 

organisations can agree to the mutual benefit of both. There is no national arrangement 

between EGB and the FC, and this is what we seek to create – thus having an FC policy 

which the local offices will need to work to, rather than following their own ad-hoc 

opinions. Ally Knight has been helpful in obtaining a contact in a different FC department – 

and I urge all of you to urgently let the committee know of any FC people you know of, 

particularly those in a position of authority. 
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Unless we manage to identify, and have a meeting with, someone of authority in the FC, I 

think it unlikely that their Coleford office will sanction future endurance rides in the FoD. 

But please pass us any intelligence, and watch this space! 

However, all is not lost… a subcommittee is currently looking at the viability of running a 

“Wye Valley March Hares!” event, using a lot of the old Tintern ride route. The main 

challenge is finding a good venue for this time of year – but there were several options 

discussed at the committee meeting. The best will give us hard standing, but in that case a 

route will need to be developed from there to the existing tracks… But there is always the 

inconvenient possibility of using linear parking on forestry tracks such as at Maryland Ride… 

If any of you have any suggestions – again PLEASE contact a member of the committee!! 

 
Maryland 

 

How nice it was to be back at Maryland. Its’s a while since it ran, along with its 
big brother Tintern which used to share much of the route. There just seems to 
be so much to enjoy: woods, river, early industrial archaeology, forestry tracks 
fit for a canter as well as a trot. It’s a distinctive area, and never less than 
interesting to ride through. Organiser Nicola had cleverly chosen a Sunday in the 
middle of a dry spell – how easy it is to take that for granted – and seemed to be 
rewarded with enough riders for her efforts. 
 

One’s memory can be a creative thing, but I recall Maryland as the first 
endurance ride I ever did, and with my first Arab too, making a team which 
wasn’t even experienced enough to be called novice. Nervous as hell I was, but 
it went all right until the end, when dear Munchkin was reluctant to load. Kind, 
calm, courteous Mervyn produced a length of tape and eased him on board. 
One doesn’t easily forget such help. 
 

Later came stout cob Thomas, always connected with that gorgeous bouldery 
track through the woods at Cleddon, his feet of iron equal to any rough going. 
And how could I fail to remember that canter, riding it once more, on a green 
forestry track above New Mills, carried by the beloved Borna? Almost the equal 
of long-striding Jim, elegant and tall, as we sailed along the riverbank all those 
years ago. To do it again, this time on little Madam, Borna’s daughter, was 
simply delightful. The whole ride was. Thank you Nicola for a superb day. Great 
route, great marking, great morning. And a wonderful trot through an album’s 
worth of memories. 

Piers Geddes 
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Travelling horses 
 

Thank you all who came to our talk, I thought a recap of info for those who were 
unable to attend.  So for those who have won the lottery, the gold star for 
transporting your horse: 
 

Use a reputable professional transporter, with an air suspension lorry, air 
conditioning, rear facing preferably in a stall between the wheels. Always use 
boots but don’t over rug. 
So for the rest of us how can we do the best for our horse? Always boot and 
don’t over rug. Use a leather head collar. 
Make sure your transport is regularly checked by a reputable mechanic who 
understands horse transport. 
Have the best transport you can afford, modified to be as close to gold standard 
as you can. Keep it spotlessly clean, dry and undercover if possible on a 
hardstand. A draft dragging in road pollution is not ventilation. 
 

Always soak hay or use haylage, hang it low so they reach down for it, a much 
more natural head position. Rather than tied in their face. 
Offer water, at least, every 4 hours and take them off every 6 hours for a rest 
and stretch legs. Feed sloppy feeds to help hydration. Use this time to clean out 
trailer, remove poo and wee.  
 

Use the best roads rather than the quickest route. When using the ferry always 
the shortest crossing, Check route before leaving, have a backup plan. 
Paper work, even for a trip down the road you will need your horses passport, 
car / lorry insurance, breakdown cover, Insurance for you and horse.  If going 
abroad health papers from defra filled in by a vet, route plan and stop off 
licensed separately abroad.} GB stickers.  Headlight adjusters, breathalysers, 
florescent jackets, maps, check rules for each country. Make a folder. Keep a 
copy of everything, never give up the original. 

Fiona Griffiths 
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The X factor : Search for a star 
My shiny black cob and I dabbled in endurance over several 

years which stopped when he suffered  a tendon injury which 

then exposed a few other problems. So it was time to join the 

grown ups, be a proper endurance rider and GET AN ARAB.  I 

never really trusted myself with one: they always seemed a bit exclusive and 

“special”  (ie: difficult) :  given to whirling about, rather dramatic, flighty and a 

bit sharp. Although the darling cob spooks, shys and leaps about he usually gives 

you plenty of warning: normally a high pitched squeak followed by whatever 

acrobatics he thought necessary. I noticed a tendency for Arabs to generate 

hydrogen bomb scale explosions for no reason and I had no wish to be on the 

wrong end of a lead rope with a whirling dervish at the other. Anxieties cast 

aside, the vettings began.  

Horse 1:   a friend had locally for sale a calm, endurance bred mare about 15.3 

with a lovely temperament. She very kindly let me ride her out and she was 

ideal, forward going, and sweet but with a hint of a character to come. So I had 

her vetted. She failed, ultimately 3 vettings over a long period. Disappointed 

seller and  very disappointed prospective owner. “She is nice” I said to the vet.  

“she won’t be quite so nice if she keeps failing at 40k”.  Good point well made 

vet. Onwards.  

Horse 2 : from Arabian Lines a lovely looking mare down in Devon.  Got there 

and the owner was fussing and primping her in the stable. I asked to ride her 

and she looked at me as though I had suggested sending her off for dog food. 

“ride her ?”. What a waste of time . 

Horses 3 and 4: 2 vettings at an immaculate stud in Devon,  lovely geldings but 

both failed the vet with foot problems 

Horse 5: off to Wiltshire , another Arabian Lines advert with a lovely looking 

horse pictured show jumping .  Horse was in a very run down yard and it all 

looked sad, including the owner and the horse. Horse was quite sour. Very 

depressing and I felt sorry for them all but I had enough of my own problems.  
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Horse 6: Went to see a lovely  chestnut in North wales. Expressed an interest , 

sent loads of emails saying can I come and have him vetted but they never 

replied. Obviously had me sussed as being hopeless but disappointing.  

Horse 7:    back to Devon. This one was found by a friend in Horse and Hound , 

was a show winner and looked wonderful on You Tube. Drove down to Devon  

and saw 2 horses popping their heads over the doors of their stables : one 

average and one stunner. It was the stunner !! I ride him: he felt a bit odd but I 

thought it was my riding . He was the right age and the show experience would 

be useful for being at the venues I thought.  Vetting took place a couple of days 

later : he had bad breathing , a bad back, bad feet and some other stuff,  I 

switched off at that point.  

All these vetting and the travel of course was all for free, not.   

Horse 9: A friend mentioned some Arabians bred near Honiton he had seen 

before and liked and also he thought the stud owner was genuine. It seemed I 

could not shake off having to go to Devon, lovely county but I had had enough 

of the M5 by then. The website revealed a lovely 8 year old mare who looked 

like she might be suitable, so off I went.  The minute I saw her I knew there was 

going to be one boss in our relationship and it would n’t be me: she knew I knew 

and I knew she knew I knew. I rode her anyway which confirmed the fact she 

was Alpha and me somewhere at letter Q. Half way round we stopped and I 

rode the spare who had come for company.  The spare was too small, slow, too 

short in the back , had small feet, pulled faces and kicked, and was too 

expensive . But I just liked her.  

Vetted, passed and paid for. Make room, whirling dervishes !   

Barbara Rees 

And how’s your season going? 
 

A string of grade ones as usual? Here at the headquarters of Team Geddes 
where computers hum and staff hurry to and fro, the horses and rider are sound 
but the crew’s gone lame. At a charity ride on Exmoor a stumble led to a joint 
fall – horse fine, two breaks in a leg for rider. Doesn’t do things by halves, that 
Barbara Rees. But she’s mending, and thanks everyone for their good wishes 
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Uncertain about the health of our little sport and the relentless pressure on 
open space, Team G is travelling further afield this year, whizzing like lunatics 
along the nation’s highways to ride in places never, or rarely, explored. To 
Dorset, then, for Cerne Abbas, Llanybydder Mountain for a second shot at 
Pendolygader, Cambridgeshire for Wimpole.  To come, if all goes well, Dartmoor 
and Cumbria. Perhaps this is just a case of ‘old man in a hurry’. 
 
On the list for a while was Trawsgoed, somehow local even if it’s near 
Aberystwyth and over two and a half hours away. It’s a fine ride though, where 
even if you don’t know anyone you feel you’re among friends, and a reminder of 
how Wales is much larger than people think, for the route took us through loads 
of geography with valleys and views, intimate and panoramic, all in a small 
space. 
 
The little bay mare, lamb-like on the ground but competitive and determined 
when ridden, and still with a slight question mark over that front leg, was 
entered in the two-day 80km. Upgraded to Open an hour beforehand, off we 
trotted, soon to meet up with Fiona Griffiths, a clever move. Fiona’s eagle eye 
can spot a marker at a thousand paces, very useful if ever they’re a bit sparse or 
her fellow-rider slightly colour-blind, and she navigated with confidence and 
skill along lanes and bridleways, forest and field. Some paths in the woods were 
mown into smoothness, while a former railway line – when did you last meet 
this? – was green enough for a five minute canter. Out on the horizon, hills and 
peaks in jagged profusion. It’s an ideal ride too for the crewless, for some 
checkpoints have sloshes and there are fords galore. 
 
End of day one. Madam passes the vet. The sturdy camp, the softies creep off as 
guests of the generous Gordons, kind and hospitable. Day two begins. “Just a 
trot-up.” We do, and all clear. No escape now. This time 45km, same route as 
yesterday but with an extra loop. “Come along little monster…” Is she worn out? 
Does she dawdle, ears in neutral, bored and resentful? She does not. She goes 
as if her eighteen stone of cargo – saddle plus paunchy Longshanks – were still 
at the venue. How does she do this? No idea. But she was still going as strongly 
as ever on the last half-mile, fighting the bit and pulling furiously. Let’s go 
vetting. Heartrate 54. Well done pet. “Trot-up?” Two-legs not too agile, but 
Four-Legs… Vet nods. “That’s good.” Rosettes all round. Well done, you 
extraordinary creature, but really, we’ll have to sort out the brakes, okay? She 
says nothing. 
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Do go to Trawsgoed. Welsh rides are as good as any and better than most, and 
they need your support. While you’re there, please say a big thank you from 
rider 306 to the organiser and all her kind helpers, for a great weekend. And 
should the rules allow it, if any of you lightweight females – eight and a half 
stone max – want to try fast riding with a pillion passenger of the same weight, 
do let me know. A horse can be supplied to suit, a bay mare of 15.1. 

Piers Geddes 
 

 

Hi! I am Sara Williams and I have been asked to write a short piece for your 

newsletter on my first time endurance riding. 

Let me tell you a little bit about myself and my pony. I am 15 years old and have had 

my current pony, Tiggy for just over 2 years. I have been a member of the Curre Hunt 

Pony Club since I was 8 years old. I have tried all sorts of equestrian activities: 

dressage (Hmmm….let’s not talk about that!), show jumping (erratic…even on a good 

day!), mounted games (just too exciting!) and hunting (Fabulous!) 

My mum did some endurance riding, way back in the early 1990s in the days of the 

Endurance Horse and Pony Society. She went all over the place; I heard about 

Longleat, Cranham, Woolhope, Black Mountains, The Ridegway, The Forest of Dean 

and Wentwood.  

So as the hunting season was coming to a close, mum came up with the idea of me 

trying endurance. “You have a pony that is fit and ready to go. Why not give it a try?” 
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I had also discovered that Endurance is one of the 9 Pony Club disciplines; it has the 

added bonus of no jumps…..no 20m circles….no remembering tests….no plaiting….! 

The Pony Club for 2016 has changed their Endurance rules. All I needed to do now for 

Pony Club Novice level was do 3 rides, 20-29km, 2 with vetting, finish sound with 

heart rate under 64bpm and Boom!.....I could get myself to the Pony Club 

Championships! 

A bit of preparation was needed – I needed to find out more about what it involved. 

Thankfully, Andrea Champ and Fiona Griffths gave a great talk to our Pony Club and 

explained how it all worked! 

The March Hares Ride sounded perfect: fairly local and the right distance long 

(27km). There was the added bonus of vets being available not just for a trot up, but 

also a heart rate.  

It was a freezing cold day! We found the secretary, collected my number, and handed 

in my Pony Club Mastercard and parental consent form.  

We presented to the farrier for the Trot up and then reported to the vets. My excited 

pony managed to stand still just long enough! Heart rate 44! How excited is that?! 

Time to tack up and go! 

The ride was brilliant! It was clear that so much planning had gone into the ride. It 

was very well marked (much to my relief!) and also well stewarded. I thoroughly 

enjoyed the ride and so did Tiggy!  

We got round in 2 hours 34 minutes, with a speed of 10.78kmph.  

The trot up was fine – thanks mum for trotting up my pony – I was so tired! I couldn’t 

take another step! The vet and her stethoscope were still very scary – heart rate 54! 

Note to self…we must practice this! 

A great day! I can’t wait to do more endurance rides soon! 

Sara Williams 
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ASK AUNTY 
This month we have a guest appearance from our favourite agony aunt, Barb 

Dwyer. She has selected a few of her most common queries she thinks will be of 

general  help to all you horse loving Offa’s Dykers. 

From Annette Kirton, Gloucester:  

I have a draught/thoroughbred gelding who won’t transition to canter in the 

arena. He is fine out hacking. What do you suggest I do?     

Aunty B:  

I would certainly get a physio out to look at him; often this is a result of back 

pain. Or perhaps you are just a rubbish rider.   

One from Carrie Oakey in Abergavenny 

I’ve only been riding a few weeks so am brand new to horses and riding. Can you 

give me any tips for success in dressage?  

Aunty B: if you have just started riding remember to ride between hand and leg, 

keep a contact, engage the hindquarters, ride into the bit and if necessary 

lengthen the stride whilst maintaining impulsion with a following seat.  Hope 

that helps!        

A query from Jo King, near Hereford: My mare naps when we got out alone 

which is very annoying. What can I do?     

Aunty B:  This is an easy one!  Do not on any account give her hard feed in the 

evening. She will then get a decent night’s rest which will make sure she does 

not keep dropping off on your outings together. Happy hacking! 

And the last one from one of our male readers,  Willie Waite  

My  12 year old cob is really bolshy, pushes me around and even eats his Little 

Likits all in one go although the pack says they should last weeks.  Any ideas 

about what to do?  

Aunty B: Get an arab     

(obviously a joke, we are all inclusive here  :Ed) 

Thank you Aunty B ! More soon (or possibly not…) 
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Dates for your diary 

 

Summer Barbecue   Saturday 23 July 

Schooling Lesson   Sunday 24 July 

Black Mountains   Sunday 21 August 

Schooling Lesson   Sunday 28 August 

Schooling Lesson   Sunday 11 September 

Bwlch Raid    Sat 17 – Sun 18 September 

Xmas Cracker Ride   Saturday 31 December (provisional) 

More information on the website ‘rides & events’ page  
 

Web site: www.offasdykeegb.co.uk 
 
 

HELP! 
With the rising cost of printing and postage it would be a great saving for the 
group if more people could receive the newsletter by email PDF or download it 
from the Website. If you’d like to try, please email me. If you try and don’t like 
it you can always change back to a paper copy at any time. 


